
Kilty's respnses to first interrogatories after renand 11/8/76 

He begins with indirect claim of no firsteperson knowledge. I believe we asked for the 
names of theuge who hid an association with these tests. one renaing in DJ employ, 
ought we not insist, persuant to the appeals mandate, on first-~persen responses? 

ta He entirely itenored what is easier to make definitive conslusions about, the copper~ 

Allcy jackets 
Ke limits his respemse even further by igere those parts of the question relating to 

all other tests, i.c.,microsecpic, ballistics comparison, etc. No response. Propaganda. 

ib He dues not respond to this question,"the kinds of tests...to determine.. which 
bullets or bullet fragments struck which persons or objects." He restricts himself to 
"holes," which elisinates the "oersons" part of the question. Well-known tests are used 

to associate a fragment with its source and there were recovered fragments. te also 
evades in saying "in this case emission spectroscopy was used" without saying whether 

any other test gould have been used, i.¢. HAA. ig also does not say whether NAA, even 

at that state of development, was a finer, more dependable teat. I'm sure it was and 
that ite use was indicated with the garments, windshield, curbstone, etc. 

2 4s I read this his qualification, "Making the assumption that positive answers to 
Interrogatories 1(a) and (b) are possible...” he does not answer the questions at all. 
Possiblesnewor include suchs other tests as microscopic, ballistics comparisons, test 
firings, otc. He still evades on those allegedly not made by NAA 

3. has the same omissions. Shas not listed all the tests know to have been made, 

i.6- miseroseopic, ballistics, etc. 

4. When he says these JFK teste were "ag couplete as they could have been," even for- 

getting these omissions his answer is false because there were, allegedly, no NAAS on 

some of the objects and items of evidence. There was no testing such as AC's Aebersold 

wrote was important and possibly definitive. The answer is obvious: risk of proving the 

recovered f-agnents could not have had that source. 

5 tiie answer iw not complete. Example is that he lists no mieroscopic examination of 

the markings on 399 compared with fragments recovered and they were made, wilese he in- 

cludes this under "forearms identifications." inleas the trim is included in 0556, “wind- 

shield from Freisdent's limousihe,” that is not included. 

when he gets to saying when the tests were performed, 1 canst believe they have 

almost no recorded dates. i also believe it is not accurate, even reasonable, to describe 

such meandnglessneas as is contained in the 11/23/63 “report” as the “results of exani- 

nations." It may be opinions but it is hardly more. 

ile ot give the dates of test firings, although they may have been by 11/23. 

The delay in reporting about JFK's clothing may be ajmificant. 

1 believe that there was « date on the curbstone exauination. ¢ gives no dates 

for the performance of these tests yet he begins by saying they have some, not all. 

tie does not list the NAAs or any other testing of the p raffin casts. 

Under e ne does not state who made the microscopic examination of the ourbstone. 

ig algo feiles to give the names of other present, asked. 

It simply can't be true that the Fl records do not give the address of the retired 

agents. They refer people to them, They are paid their reiirements. This questions was 

not qddressed to “1ity personally so it was not restricted to whatever lab records he 

cansulted. However, I am positive that lab knows how to get in touch with each. 

We should check the dates of correpondence to be sure we have all. 4e has what ve 

may not from this response. He limits this by limiting it to Interregatery 5 tests. There 

were other teste he has omitted, like paraffin casts. 

) He does understand the question and refuses to answer it because they failed to make 

wome tests, one of the more glaring ones being NAA on items lixe the fronte-seat jacket 

fragnent, windshield glags and curbatone. Se all possible tasts, to his knowledge, were 

not made, his can be extended to ali clothing. If he limits this to 399, then he aurely 

can xvYesp e



1o"f He claims not te understand “normals standard and precud " relating to Hass. I 

think it is net possible that e “newmal standard and procedure" reaching of 

state conclusions meaningful and comprehensible to others, Mke lawyers and a jury, 

and these are tissing, es he dare not say. We did net ask bin about texts, into «hich 

he slides, 

11 Is not limited as he limits it to how others would have done the tests. The teste 

along have no meaning and we have no cgupiled results or interpretations in the fors of 

final reports containing conclusions. ¢ kuows this. What he geve us neane nothing to 

othere outedde the lab if indeed in it. 

1% False. Their records that 1 have shew that the omission did make some euch 

requests. That he lies must be because there are in these files what he has to hide, 

such as the noutesting asked. Yes, of course, the aebersold recommendation. They have 

thie r-yueet fron Renkin forwarding Aebersold's letter as received from “iller. They 

provided it in response to our motion to produce. 1 therefore believe this is perjury. 

We also have the request on th: paraffin ossta. 

14. In omer to avoid responding be cunfuses between Ystatisties and "results." The 

vords of the question are "nake a full ana complete tabulatoon of the results." The 

"“» salts" eve not tho “tabulation” alon. The tavulation, as Milty once made a point 

of telling se, sean nothing “o noveexperts. this was not some {ind of internal B sport 

pefwe-n mesbe's of the same gale The testing had a purposes That purpose had to be 

oomvunicates to others in terms comprchensible for use as evidence. His definitkon 

of results is of a different word: “the numerical quantitative amount of a chonical 

element measured in the mateclal ezamined.” The purpose of the testing is comparison and 

avalnation of the results in the comparison. He claims only ot have given me such a 

"tabulation," bi quotes. As a matter of fact I'm not aure of this. I was viven a number 

of “tabulateens” but I rocall ao s.ngle one ambodying ell the itema, elements and statistics. 

Fe ie evading for the above~stated reason. The “results” have to be other than represented. 

15 Here again he evades. He begins by hig usual ignorin, the purposes of tho teste, 

evidense. The generalities that way apply Lu sou: cases are Aot oven alicged to apply 

hers. Phere in no such "sontemination" aturivute: to any of the: wetal specimens. It is 

not re-ponsive te claims what is "not necessarily” th: alleged choice of the tester. 

When we askec noraslly we pernitted exceptions. He ‘as to evade because in this case 

there has to be other tha: the represnted results of these tectae 

16 whe you ask is this was done in this case it is not a response to refer to © non 

ansuer to the earlier interrogatory he choice not to address, “Stated conclusions" is 

outuide the parameters of the general question when it is in terms of "in this conse.“ 

They have provided no “stated conclusions," so even with his artificialities he lies. 

“1 askea fox whether “the full ond complete yous.ts (were), given to the Warren Vomids-LOne" 

he goes into his nonpdefinition of "tresults' and the numerical quantitative amount af a 

chemical....” if there is one thing he mows in this case by mow it is that such a 

amakkk definition is impossible and is not what we are saying or asking. This case is 

about the results keot by Frasier, but caleulations, as everybody knows. 1 think on this 

alone we should go back tothe jucge. 

but in évenk this contraption the "results" of whatever deseription "were not given 

to the Warren Commission." Yet Frasier swore to having them all and Hoover to into perpetuity. 

48 Here he redinines again into what the entire yeeord in thie case showe we do not meaR. 

21 He da evasive egain. “e has qualified as an expert 20 what their records show is 

net 2 response to why these NAde were not done wher the Ful made the aecislonses 

Under (b) whet was “the method of choice," whose he doeu aol say, is not reepousivje. The 

question is could NdAs have diaclosed what spectro did not anc should they have beuk 

performed wken spectro war unproductive. 

Under (0) he may have given us soucthing. The wost minute quantities only are required 

for spectroscopy. The so-called smear was an isch by an inch and 3/4. Yet he says, again



indending evasion, "the ainimal amounté ov lead smear [gic] present on the curbstone was 
not adequate to conduct an examination by NAA. " Fras a pullot iupact? 6r of a ffagment 

enough in quantity to make any kind of mark? 

(a4) is false and intended to deceive. There was examination by kad of Over 

jacket uatertal anc it hes two sices, so a sauple from the iuside had nothing tc do with 

any possible narkins on the outside. The fact is that nis ewpioyer paid for an eciaustive 

study on the fine subtability of Naas for jacket-materiai testing. *ou have it in one 

of the xsroxes frou she Ypurmal of rorensic scleucus. 

22 More than ons name appears on thos. lab reports we have where they did not waske 

25 ile evades and again atates the wrong formulatvon re 29; anu JrK clothes. it is not 
“permit the conclusion that the hole wes wade by a specific conclusions" alone. The 
other is more likely, permit the conclusion teat it was not made by “a specific tbull_<.” 
(c) if the answer is “yes" to a “full and voxplete coimpariven,"we sure as oebl want the 
results of the comparison of the examination of JFK's clotizingtWe do put I meant the Younally 
fragment 

24 Taig dealg «lth the heal shot, Whe “.hevs so voorlate™ is a wideeopen door and he doss 

not 2zate what we did sot ask, «hot the con.pardsou establishes. 

25 ‘they probably have an out but this gets back to the ABC's imorejd recommendation, 
ccmparing the whole ouklet from the rifle with 399 aud the various ffagmoenta.Why they 
should not have dome it is not gkere clear eacept in terms cf anticipating unwanted results. 
Lt is also worthwhile knowing that they managed not to compare 399 with all fragemtns 
recovered, 

®y impression is that they nave again denied us ine intoraation we need for the 
takine of depositens or going to trial. “y ezkperience is that most judges wili do nolning. 
Fron this i'm ineludd to think that all we can do is perfect the record by golng back 
and asking for what «¢ did not get. Hy bunch is that at this pofat it is not worth. the time. 

T am elec of the opinion thet more than ever we'll need an expert. “therwise these 
types, mpe experienced az they sre in evasiveness and non-respenses and 4s vitnesses 

who hav: been tradred aot to respon to ds ense counsel, will be sble to continue to evade 
anc be non-résponsive. 

HOt y


